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Abstract 
A SARCAM (Severe Accident Re-Criticality Assessment Methods) code is under development. It  allows data exchange between 
Severe Accident integral computer code MELCOR and Monte Carlo neutron transport code SERPENT. The basic purpose of this 
framework is a systematic assessment of the neutron multiplication properties of the molten corium, debris and core remnants, 
during and after a severe accident in a light water reactor. The paper describes the current status of the methodology development 
for the lower plenum calculations and provides simulations (test) results for the BWR reactor based on the Fukushima Unit 3 
(1F3) design.  
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1. Introduction 
After the Fukushima accident, that occurred on 11th March 2011, some concerns appeared about the risk of the 
recriticality during different phases of the severe accident [9,14]. At the present time, no recriticality event was 
confirmed. Some studies were published on this problem but the topic remains open for the future research [6,7]. 
Complex thermal-hydraulic phenomena are present during severe accidents (SA). Including, multiphase, 
multicomponent phenomena for the high-temperature molten pools, degraded cores and debris beds with still not 
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fully understood physics and chemistry. Severe accident thermal-hydraulics computations may be coupled with 
neutron physics and in this tandem, it is a very challenging computational problem. Nevertheless, an engineering 
approach can be useful to provide proper nuclear safety assessments. Authors are developing methods to allow 
relatively simple engineering analysis of the problem applying two state-of-the-art  computer codes. 
The first code is MELCOR, it is dedicated to simulate severe accident progression in nuclear reactors including 
most of the relevant physical phenomena. It involves crucial thermal-hydraulic processes in the core, Reactor 
Coolant System (RCS) and containment building, including core degradation and melting [1,2].  The second code is 
SERPENT, it solves neutron transport equation applying the Monte Carlo method and allows to estimate the 
effective neutron multiplication factor in complex geometries [3].  
The aim of this paper is to briefly present the methodology, development process and preliminary results of the 
SARCAM code. Currently, it is a one-way-coupling framework for the SERPENT code and the MELCOR code. The 
methodology and models presented here, are intended to be a part of analysis tool dedicated to assessing the risk of 
the recriticality phenomenon for different SA phases. The code will contain modules dedicated to calculating an 
early in-vessel phase, late in-vessel phase and ex-vessel phase of a severe accident. 
The case of a degraded core in the lower plenum of a Boiling Water Reactor is investigated to present how the 
scheme works and show its capabilities. 
2. Problem formulation 
There are some possibilities for the recriticality phenomenon to occur during severe accidents in light water 
reactors. The most important are described below: 
2.1. Early in-vessel phase 
In the case of a BWR reactor accident, after eventual control blades degradation combined with unborated water 
reflooding, there is a hazard of the critical state occurrence [7]. As a consequence of the core uncover and intensive 
heat-up, B4C absorber material forms a eutectic with core structural materials (mainly stainless steel). The mixture 
has lowered liquids temperature (about 1250 °C) and it can relocate to the lower regions of the core and vessel [4]. 
Differently, fuel rods components have much higher failure temperatures. In consequence, for the uncovered core, 
the fuel degradation may occur several minutes after the control blades degradation. The arrival of the cold un-
borated water during this time window may heavily improve moderation and lead to the critical state [7]. 
2.2. Late in-vessel phase 
After the core meltdown and before the RPV breach, material collects at the bottom of the vessel in the form of 
the debris beds, rubbles or molten pools. In the case of reflooding with a favorable fissile mass configuration, 
separated control poisons and low boric acid content in water, the critical state is a possible concern. The proper 
conditions seem to be characterized by a very low probability. However, it cannot be absolutely excluded [6]. 
Accurate investigation of the complex corium physics and thermo-chemistry is necessary to estimate the chance of 
the occurrence of the proper conditions.  
2.3. Ex-vessel phase 
The critical state may be considered after the eventual vessel breach. For water flooded cavities, after injection of 
the corium, it may form debris bed with relatively high porosity. If the debris bed have the proper composition and 
water penetration is possible, it may produce strong moderation and the critical state. A different option is the 
formation of the critical configuration in the mixture of concrete and corium. Nevertheless, available analyses show 
that it is not considerable [12]. A different problem is the issue of the recriticality in the formed debris in the long 
time scale after the meltdown. It is believed to be an actual issue [5]. For instance, in the case of Fukushima reactors, 
degraded cores and debris are in uncertain geometric and material configuration. They have to be cooled by cold and 
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typically unborated water. The guarantee of the sub-criticality will be an important problem during dismantling and 
defueling procedures [5].   
3. Methodology 
3.1. Coupling 
The approach to the lower plenum calculations is presented in this chapter. The idea of the one-way coupling is 
presented in Figure 1. In practice, it is data transfer framework between the MELCOR code and the SERPENT 
code. The dedicated code (SARCAM) was created in the MATLAB environment. Initially, it processes a MELCOR 
input deck. It reads geometry and it is responsible for the creation of the SERPENT geometry card. The MELCOR 
code output, in the form of EDF files [1] is processed in order to obtain the time evolution of the thermal-hydraulic 
variables, the core state and the material masses in the vessel.  
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Simulations
MELCOR accident 
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Fig. 1. Simplified scheme of the methodology. 
The MELCOR output contains masses for the group of materials, their spatial and temporal distribution for the 
given core model (COR package) and its nodalization. Masses for “general” materials are available: uranium 
dioxide (UO2), zirconium (ZR), zirconium-oxide (ZRO2), stainless-steel (SS), steel oxide (SSOX), Inconel (INC), 
control rod poison (CRP), fission products (FP) and water [1]. Moreover, the output provides a large amount of 
thermal-hydraulics, materials and geometric data. The simplified material representation has to be translated into the 
detailed isotopic inventory for the Monte Carlo calculations and SERPENT material cards. In order to perform this 
task, isotopic inventory input is necessary (Figure 1). It is based on the user assumptions and/or another source of 
the core inventory (like ORIGEN calculations). Those have to be provided in the separate input database. An 
additional user input with settings and assumptions is also demanded and it includes code settings, selected time 
moments to be analyzed, geometry/structure models, the Monte Carlo simulation settings like the number of neutron 
histories, decay calculations setup, the code options. Afterwards, the code processes all data provided and creates the 
series of SERPENT input decks for the selected time sequence.  
 
 
Fig. 2. A generic lower plenum model for the mode 1. It presents different geometry types. Two bottom layers are fixed regular lattice of spheres. 
The middle layer was created with SERPENT random implicit model [3], the next layer is solid. The top layer was created with the random 
explicit model [3]. 
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3.2. Modes 
At the current state of development, the code has three main calculation modes. The first mode is in practice a 
model generator for the SERPENT with almost all model setup controlled by the user. It reads the MELCOR model 
geometry and transfers it to the SERPENT model. The user has to provide the amount of  corium/debris layers in the 
lower plenum, their configuration, mass, temperature, microstructure, density and isotopic inventory. An example 
model of the lower plenum created with this mode is presented in Figure 2. It has 5 layers of various materials and 
its microstructure (solid, porous, random explicit, random implicit [3]), all selected arbitrarily. 
 
 
Fig. 3. An example lower plenum model for mode 2. The bottom layer is a regular lattice of spheres with oxide corium, middle metal layer and 
top debris layer. 
The second mode works similarly to the first mode but it demands an input with detailed isotopic inventory and 
the so-called partitioning matrix (layer transformation matrix). It contains information about the distribution of the 
mass among the layers. The geometry, height and volume of the layers are calculated by the code. Moreover, it uses 
simple Hull model [13] for the main materials and it arranges layers according to their estimated densities. The 
isotopic composition is in “ORIGEN” code style. Water and thermal-hydraulic properties are provided by the user. 
The first and the second modes do not demand the MELCOR output and they may be considered as a stand-alone 
SARCAM code. 
The third mode, being, in fact, the heart of this methodology, engages a data transfer of the MELCOR output to 
the SERPENT input deck. This mode applies the Hull model for the density calculation and stratification. The 
isotopic composition of the mixture is given by the ORIGEN type input and the MELCOR is the source of the 
masses. The layer partitioning, temperatures, microstructure are given by the user. An example of the MELCOR 
model and the equivalent SERPENT model for the one point in time are presented in Figure 4. 
New calculation modes are under development. For instance, the transfer of the MELCOR type layers (oxide, 
metallic and debris) and their thermal-hydraulics state to the SERPENT model. The other possibility is the direct 
transfer of the MELCOR COR package nodalization and core state to the SERPENT [1,2]. 
 
 
Fig. 4. The 1F3 lower plenum model for the mode 3. The bottom layer is oxide, the middle is metal and the top is debris layer. 
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3.3. Test case 
An example (test) calculation for a BWR reactor model is presented in this chapter. A publicly available 
MELCOR2.1 model of the 1F3 was applied [8]. The calculation was performed to show how the methodology works 
and it was not intended to be a realistic calculation. The 1F3 model was used as a source of the LP geometry and 
material masses and no additional data was transferred. A series of simplifications were made. The fission products 
(FPs) are not present in the material. The top and bottom layers are composed of regular lattices of spheres made of 
corium material with fixed diameter. It was assumed that the absorber material is present only in the middle metal 
layer, water densities and temperatures values were fixed. The top part of Figure 4 presents MELCOR core state - 
183300 seconds after the accident initiation. The bottom of Figure 4 shows the corresponding SERPENT 1.1.19 
model which was generated with the SARCAM mode number three. Approximately 60 tons of materials 
accumulated at the bottom of the vessel. The remaining vessel volume is filled with non-borated water. The vessel 
lower head is intact and it is made of stainless steel. The outer vessel volume is filled with the cold unborated water 
(Figure 4). The isotopic inventory for actinides is based on the available ORIGEN calculation for Fukushima plant 
[10] and it is presented in Table 1 for the intact core. The layer partitioning matrix for this case is presented in Table 
2 and it is provided by the user.  
                        Table 1. Actinides isotopic mass vector for the initial core state [10]. 
Isotope Mass [kg] 
U-235 1690.0 
U-236 285.0 
U-238 89100.0 
Np-237 22.0 
Np-239 5.01 
Pu-238 8.73 
Pu-239 452.0 
Pu-240 161.0 
Pu-241 82.6 
Pu-242 28.0 
Am-241 4.4 
Am-243 3.86 
Cm-242 0.848 
Cm-244 0.905 
 
The debris temperature was set to 1800K and water temperature is 300K. The bottom layer is made of periodic 
rectangular unit cells filled with water (density 0.4 g/cc). Those have 10 cm pitch and are filled with 10 cm diameter 
spheres made of debris/corium mixture. The top layer contains water rectangular unit cells (density 0.7 g/cc) with 7 
cm diameter spheres. The middle layer is the solid homogenous mixture of materials. Table 3 shows the material 
masses for the investigated time moment.  
           Table 2. Layer partitioning matrix for the test case. 
Material [-] Bottom Middle Top 
UO2 1 0 0 
FP 0 0 0 
ZR 0 0.75 0.25 
ZRO2 0.75 0 0.25 
SS 0 0.75 0.25 
SSOX 0.9 0 0.1 
CRP 0 1 0 
INC 0 1 0 
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           Table 3. Material mass-layer partitioning for the test case at the investigated time moment. 
Material [kg] Bottom Middle Top 
UO2 34174 0 0 
FP 0 0 0 
ZR 0 18736 6245.4 
ZRO2 5815.2 0 1971.7 
SS 0 18666 6222.1 
SSOX 1765.2 0 196.13 
CRP 0 577.99 0 
INC 0 1173.6 0 
 
3.4. Sensitivity cases 
The code has an ability to automatic generation and execution of the sensitivity cases. The example sensitivity 
cases were calculated in order to compare the influence of different debris properties but mainly show the code 
capabilities. Three different temperatures (900, 1200, 1800K) for the oxide debris layer (bottom layer) and three 
different unit cell diameters for the bottom layer (10,15, 30 cm) were selected arbitrarily. 
4. Results and discussion 
The base test case configuration presented in Figure 3 has the effective multiplication factor equal to 
1.00421±0.00083. It is highly critical configuration due to the high porosity, moderation favorable geometry, 
absorber material separation, no boric acid content and no fission products inventory. Sensitivity results are 
compared in Table 4. It is possible to observe that multiplication factor decreases with temperature. It is an effect of 
the Doppler resonance broadening – negative reactivity effect. Moreover, the increase in the unit cell size for the 
rectangular periodic array of spheres leads to increase of the reactivity for most of the cases. It is mainly due to the 
better moderation and the higher heterogeneity degree of the mixture. As it was mentioned before all those cases do 
not present any realistic situation due to described simplifications. They were calculated to show the code 
capabilities and its basic purpose. 
       Table 4. Effective multiplication results for the base test case and sensitivity case. 
Temperature / Unit 
Cell Size   
900 K 1200 K 1800 K 
10 cm 1.01483 
±0.00086 
1.01069 
±0.00085 
1.00421 
±0.00083 
15 cm 1.03644 
±0.00086 
1.03131 
±0.00082 
1.02845 
±0.00081 
20 cm 1.03486 
±0.00083 
1.03514 
±0.00079 
1.03255 
±0.00087 
5. Conclusions 
A novel approach to the criticality safety analysis of the core debris was proposed. It allows data exchange 
between the Monte Carlo neutron transport code SERPENT and the severe accident integral code MELCOR. It is a 
part of the SARCAM code which is under development. Some practical aspects were presented and discussed. 
Example models and example simulations for a BWR reactor were presented. The most promising future progress 
directions for the code are highlighted below. First of all, it is necessary to take into account available experimental 
data to create a proper core debris models. An interesting issue will be to develop uncertainty analysis module for 
the recriticality risk assessment. A further stage of development should take into account the complex thermo-
chemistry of the corium. It may demand the application of the thermo-chemical software (like CALPHAD method) 
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with proper corium properties database. The approach to investigate the possibility of the time-dependent 
calculations in order to estimate the transient heat generation is the final purpose. 
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